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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS
EASTERN DIVISION
BACKPAGE.COM, LLC,
Plaintiff,
v.
THOMAS J. DART, Sheriff of Cook
County, Illinois,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. 15-cv-06340
Judge John J. Tharp, Jr.
Magistrate Judge Young B. Kim

SHERIFF’S MOTION FOR SANCTIONS
AGAINST BACKPAGE AND ITS ATTORNEYS
Thomas J. Dart, Sheriff of Cook County, Illinois, by his undersigned Special
Assistant State’s Attorneys, requests that this Court enter an order based on its inherent authority
and pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(g)(3) and 28 U.S.C. § 1927 requiring
Backpage and its attorneys, jointly and severally, to pay Cook County, Illinois all of its
attorneys’ fees and costs incurred in this litigation, including on appeal and in petitioning for
certiorari, on the grounds that Backpage admitted on April 5, 2018 that its entire first
amendment civil rights case was based on untrue facts from the beginning, and thus a hoax, a
fraud on this Court, a fraud on the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals and a fraud on the United
States Supreme Court. Backpage and its attorneys also have squandered resources of the Cook
County State’s Attorney Office, the Office of the Sheriff of Cook County and the taxpayers of
Cook County under the guise of a civil rights plaintiff in its phony lawsuit, simultaneously
fighting off the advances of law enforcement so that it could continue to make hundreds of
millions of dollars from its enterprise that admittedly facilitated and promoted prostitution and
child trafficking. In support of his motion, the Sheriff states:
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I.

THE SIGNED PLEA AGREEMENT OF CARL FERRER,
CEO AND OWNER OF BACKPAGE, PROVES FALSITY
On April 5, 2018 Carl Ferrer, CEO and owner of Backpage, entered into a plea

agreement with the United States on behalf of himself and Backpage. See Exhibits A and B. In
those plea agreements, Ferrer attested to facts demonstrating that the entirety of Backpage’s
complaint against the Sheriff was a fraud from the beginning—something the Sheriff has been
arguing since the inception of this case.
In the signed plea agreements, Ferrer admits the following facts regarding
Backpage being a content provider for illegal prostitution advertisements on its website:
I have long been aware that the great majority of these advertisements [on
Backpage] are, in fact, advertisements for prostitution services (which are
not protected by the First Amendment and which are illegal in 49 states
and much of Nevada). (Ex. B, ⁋ 10(a).)
Acting with this knowledge, I conspired with other Backpage principals
(including but not limited to M.L., J.L., S.S., D.H., A.P., and J.V.) to find
ways to knowingly facilitate the state-law prostitution crimes being
committed by Backpage’s customers. Id.
For example, I worked with my co-conspirators to create “moderation”
processes through which Backpage would remove terms and pictures that
were particularly indicative of prostitution and publish a revised version
of the ad. Id.
These editing practices were only one component of an overall,
company-wide culture and policy of concealing and refusing to officially
acknowledge the true nature of the services being offered in Backpage’s
“escort” and “adult” ads.” Id.
In addition to acknowledging that Backpage was a content provider for illegal advertisements for
prostitution, Ferrer admitted that the reason credit cards companies stopped doing business with
Backpage was due to the illegal nature of Backpage’s business, and not the Sheriff’s letters to the
credit card companies:
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Since 2004, Backpage has earned hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenue from publishing “escort” and “adult” ads. Over time,
many banks, credit card companies, and other financial institutions
refused to do business with Backpage due to the illegal nature of
its business. Id.
And on top of Backpage wrongfully accusing the Sheriff of first amendment violations,
Backpage and its attorneys lied to this Court when stating that due to the Sheriff’s actions,
Backpage had not been able to accept credit card payments for advertisements and was being
crippled by the loss of income. (ECF No. 5 at p. 17.) On the contrary, Ferrer now admits:
In response [to the credit card companies refusing to do business with
Backpage], I worked with my co-conspirators to find ways to fool credit
card companies into believing that Backpage-associated charges were
being incurred on different websites, to route Backpage-related payments
and proceeds through bank accounts held in the name of seemingly
unconnected entities (including, but not limited to Posting Solutions,
Website Technologies, Website Technologies, and Cereus Properties) . . .
(Ex. B, ⁋ 10(a).)
II.

THE ENDLESS LIES OF BACKPAGE AND ITS ATTORNEYS ARE
WIDESPREAD, BEGINNING WITH THE COMPLAINT AND TAINTING
THE ENTIRETY OF ITS CONDUCT THROUGHOUT THIS LITIGATION
A.

Backpage’s complaint was a fraud when filed
On August 21, 2015, two weeks after the United States Senate Permanent

Subcommittee on Investigations had issued a subpoena to Backpage requesting information
regarding its business practices, Backpage filed suit against the Sheriff. From day one,
Backpage’s complaint against the Sheriff was a fraud, neither grounded in fact nor law. From
the opening salvo through the prayer for relief, Backpage painted a false picture of a first
amendment-crusading Backpage versus a Sheriff that was trying take away the constitutional
rights of an information platform and its posters:
Sheriff Dart’s actions to cripple Backpage.com and all speech through the
site are an especially pernicious form of prior restraint. He has achieved
his purpose through false accusations, innuendo, and coercion . . .
3
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Moreover, Sheriff Dart’s actions have not only infringed Backpage.com’s
right to publish and distribute speech, but the rights of millions of the
website’s users to post and receive protected speech. (ECF No. 1, ¶ 6.)
As shown in the Ferrer and Backpage plea agreements, the above factual
assertions have always been lies; the speech at issue was never protected by the first amendment,
and Backpage was a content provider and distributor of illegal, non-protected speech.
The lies in Backpage’s complaint range from Backpage stating it prohibited and
prevented illegal content on its platform:
Backpage.com prohibits illegal content and activity on its website and
takes extensive steps to prevent such misuse, especially to guard against
any form of human trafficking or child exploitation (ECF No. 1, ¶ 23)
to Backpage stating it was only a third-party content provider, not an author of the illegal
advertisements for prostitution:
Sheriff Dart’s actions also violate Section 230 of the CDA, 47 U.S.C. §
230, as he has no right or authority to preclude or seek to prosecute
Backpage.com under state law for publishing third-party content (ECF No.
1, ¶ 56)
to Backpage stating that it was the Sheriff’s actions that caused the credit card companies to stop
doing business with Backpage:
Thus, because of Sheriff Dart’s actions, Backpage.com is barred from
credit card services of any of the three largest card companies [American
Express, Visa, Master Card] or any acquiring banks or credit processing
companies. (ECF No. 1, ¶ 43.)
B.

Backpage follows up its fraudulent complaint with
a request for a TRO and a Preliminary Injunction
Not satisfied with its fraudulent request for money damages and declaratory relief

in its Complaint, Backpage also filed an Emergency Motion for Temporary Restraining Order
and Preliminary Injunction. (ECF No. 5.) In support of the same, Backpage attached the sworn
declaration of Carl Ferrer (ECF No. 6), which was replete with lies:
4
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•

Backpage.com does not dictate or require users to post any content.
Instead, users provide all the content for ads they post using an automated
interface. Ferrer Declaration, ¶ 4.

•

Backpage.com also employs extensive, voluntary monitoring measures to
prevent and remove improper user postings. Ferrer Declaration, ¶ 14.

•

The practical effect of Sheriff Dart’s and the credit card companies’
actions has been to cut off nearly all revenue to Backpage.com. This
affects not only adult ads but also other ads for dating, housing, services,
trades, and sales of goods, among others. Although Backpage.com allows
payment by bitcoin, this has accounted for a very small percentage of
purchase on Backpage.com. Ferrer Declaration, ¶ 27.

•

Sheriff Dart’s actions and the termination of credit card services have also
harmed Backpage.com’s efforts to police and preclude improper ads.
Ferrer Declaration, ¶ 29.

And those lies created the basis for this Court to enter a Temporary Restraining Order against the
Sheriff on July 24, 2015. (ECF No. 29.)
After the TRO was entered by this Court, based on the misrepresentations of
Backpage, the parties began to engage in limited discovery to determine whether a preliminary
injunction was appropriate. In this limited discovery period, during which Backpage was
withholding valuable information from the Sheriff, Backpage was completely stonewalling the
United States Senate. On August 6, 2015 Backpage informed the Senate that it was refusing to
provide any information regarding its business practices. See Backpage Answer to Subpoena,
August 6, 2015; ECF No. 197-1 at 14. And Backpage’s attorneys in this case were aware of
Backpage’s obstructionist conduct before the Senate as they served as Backpage’s attorneys in
the Senate proceedings. U.S. District Court for the District of Colombia, Case No. 16-mc-00621
at ECF No. 6 (Appearance of Robert Corn-Revere).
During this limited discovery period, Backpage’s lies continued. In answers to
interrogatories, Backpage referenced the above-cited affidavit from Carl Ferrer, thereby
perpetuating those falsehoods. Additionally, in its written response to the Sheriff’s interrogatory
5
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number four, Backpage stated that after July 6, 2015 Backpage.com could no longer charge for
ads because of the Sheriff’s actions to pressure Visa and MasterCard. We now know for certain
that this is false as Backpage and Ferrer have admitted to setting up straw companies to
circumvent the credit card companies’ ban. (Ex. A, ⁋ 10(a) and Ex. B, ⁋ 10(a).)
In preparation for the subsequent preliminary injunction hearing, Backpage’s lies
continued. In the deposition of Carl Ferrer, he perpetuated the lie that Backpage did not know
that many ads on its site were for child prostitution, for example:
Q.

You are aware that each month hundreds of postings in Backpage’s adult
services site likely involve minors?

A.

No.

August 18, 2015 deposition of Carl Ferrer. But despite the lies and deceit of Backpage, this
Court correctly denied its request for a preliminary injunction. Backpage moved to stay the case
pending an appeal of the denial of its request for a preliminary injunction, and therein lied again.
Backpage told the Court that VISA and Mastercard had “cut off nearly all revenue to
Backpage.com.” As set forth above, we now know this to not be true, and to this day, neither
Backpage nor its attorneys have corrected the record.
C.

Backpage continued its lies on appeal
In its opening and reply briefs on appeal, the parade of lies continued. Here are

two of the most egregious:
•

Backpage.com had a multi-tiered system to screen, block and remove
posts that may be improper. (October 2, 2015 Opening Brief at 5, n.1.)

•

[Sheriff] Dart cannot pursue legal claims against Backpage.com under
state criminal or nuisance laws for allegedly aiding and abetting
individuals who misuse the site, because the website does not cause this in
any sense. (November 5, 2015 Reply Brief at 5.)

6
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The assertion Backpage made to the Seventh Circuit that it was doing everything it could to
block prostitution ads when in fact it was helping to write them is as material of a lie as
Backpage could have made. And that its lawyers then used this lie to make an argument that
Backpage could never be liable under state criminal laws for aiding and abetting prostitution—an
argument that was clearly wrong—is exactly the type of argument that Backpage’s lawyers
should have refused to make. Their participation makes them complicit in their client’s lies.
Backpage’s lies continued throughout the litigation

D.

At points that Backpage and its attorneys could and should have come clean about
Backpage’s lies to this Court, they instead prolonged them. In its Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment, Backpage made the following false statements:
•

Backpage.com also employs extensive voluntary monitoring measures to
prevent and remove improper user postings. (ECF No. 124-1, ¶ 14.)

•

Through its review process, Backpage.com . . . immediately reports any
that may concern child exploitation to NCMEC (approximately 300 per
month.) (ECF No. 124-1, ¶ 15.)

Backpage went to great lengths to fight the Sheriff’s Motion for Leave to Amend Affirmative
Defenses and spent a great deal of effort trying to undercut the importance of the Red Beauty ad
placed by a member of Sheriff’s Office. As this Court recalls, the Sheriff sought to plead the
affirmative defense of illegality, and in support provided evidence regarding Backpage sanitizing
the Red Beauty ad of references indicating the subject was a child. Backpage filed briefs and
affidavits trying to show that the Sheriff’s claims about the Red Beauty ad were false. See, e.g.,
Backpage’s May 17, 2016 Opposition to Dart’s Motion for Leave to Amend Affirmative
Defenses. (ECF No. 160.) In fact, the “evidence” provided by Backpage in support of that
argument was false, but focusing on that misrepresentation misses the larger point. The larger
point is that Backpage knew that it routinely did exactly what the Red Beauty evidence showed:
7
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sanitize ads of references to the subject of the ads being children, and its tremendous efforts to
attack the Red Beauty evidence was designed to divert the Court’s attention. What Backpage
and its lawyers should have done, in fact were required to do, was come clean to the Court and
admit that it engaged in sanitization of ads, for example, by amending their false complaint.
III.

SANCTIONS AGAINST BACKPAGE AND ITS COUNSEL SHOULD BE
AWARDED PURSUANT TO THIS COURT’S INHERENT AUTHORITY
As this Court is aware, it has power to sanction parties and their attorneys under

several rules and statutes. See, e.g., Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 11, 26, 37 & 56 and 28
U.S.C. § 1927. In addition to these specific rule and statutory bases, the Court has inherent
authority to enter sanctions. “[I]f a court finds that fraud has been practiced upon it, or that the
very temple of justice has been defiled, it may assess attorney's fees against the responsible
party, as it may when a party shows bad faith by delaying or disrupting the litigation.” Chambers
v. NASCO, Inc., 501 U.S. 32, 46 (1991). “A court has inherent power, which is to say a common
law power, to punish by an award of reasonable attorneys’ fees or other monetary sanction . . .
misconduct by lawyers appearing before it.” Carr v. Tillery, 591 F.3d 909, 919 (7th Cir. 2010)
(citing Chambers, 501 U.S. at 43-46). The Supreme Court has made clear that “the inherent
power of a court can be invoked even if procedural rules exist which sanction the same conduct.”
Chambers, 501 U.S. at 49. This Court should use its inherent power to sanction both Backpage
and its counsel for the lies which Backpage told and which its counsel must have known were
lies when stated.
In Chambers, the Court explained that “the District Court could have employed
Rule 11 to sanction [the plaintiff] for filing ‘false and frivolous pleadings,’ and that some of the
other conduct might have been reached through other Rules. Much of the bad-faith conduct by
[plaintiff], however, was beyond the reach of the Rules; his entire course of conduct throughout
8
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the lawsuit evidenced bad faith and an attempt to perpetrate a fraud on the court, and the conduct
sanctionable under the Rules was intertwined within conduct that only the inherent power could
address. In circumstances such as these in which all of a litigant's conduct is deemed
sanctionable, requiring a court first to apply Rules and statutes containing sanctioning provisions
to discrete occurrences before invoking inherent power to address remaining instances of
sanctionable conduct would serve only to foster extensive and needless satellite litigation, which
is contrary to the aim of the Rules themselves.” Id. at 50–51 (citations omitted).
In Reichmann v. Neumann, 553 F. Supp. 2d 307, 327–28 (S.D.N.Y. 2008), the
court entered a sanction pursuant to the court’s inherent authority requiring plaintiff and his
attorneys to pay the defendant’s costs and attorneys’ fees where plaintiff’s attorneys “did not
reasonably question [plaintiff] or investigate the support for his claims, even as the facts he
alleged grew more and more implausible.”
In In re Narragansett Clothing Co., 143 B.R. 582 (Bankr. D.R.I. 1992), the court
granted a motion for sanctions against the bankruptcy trustee and his attorney. The court
reasoned that “at no time during the pleading and pre-trial stage, nor at the hearing on the merits,
has there been any discernable or justifiable reason for the Trustee to litigate this matter. While
[the court did] not, with the benefit of hindsight, like to second guess the litigants in such
matters, here, with or without hindsight, there was never any reasonable basis upon which the
Trustee should have incurred legal expense to the estate in litigating this matter. Because of the
total absence of any merit in the Trustee's position, [the] motion for sanctions is granted, and the
full amount of its necessary and reasonable attorneys' fees herein are awarded against the Trustee
and his attorneys, and payment of said sanctions, of course, should not come from estate funds.”
Id. at 583–84.

9
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In In re Evergreen Sec., Ltd., 384 B.R. 882, 937 (Bankr. M.D. Fla.), aff'd, 391
B.R. 184 (M.D. Fla. 2008), aff'd, 570 F.3d 1257 (11th Cir. 2009), the court awarded as sanctions
“the amount of $371,517.69, representing approximately fifty-five percent of Evergreen's fees
and costs incurred in the recusal litigation” to be paid by the party who filed the motion to recuse
and his law firm, jointly and severally. The court explained that in filing motion for recusal of
judge, disqualification of Chapter 11 debtor's counsel and his law firm, and revocation of all
orders entered in main case and proceedings involving their clients, attorneys and law firms
engaged in “bad faith,” as warranted imposition of sanctions pursuant to court’s inherent powers,
section of Bankruptcy Code authorizing court to issue any order necessary or appropriate to carry
out provisions of title 11, and Bankruptcy Rule 9011. Id. Attorneys and firm “conducted no
reasonably thorough and objective investigation of the actual facts” instead constructing their
motion from “gossip, hearsay, untruths, and assumptions,” so that every allegation in the motion
was objectively frivolous, they relied on inapposite and inflammatory case law to support the
motion, namely, case law involving criminal investigations of judges, and they filed the motion
for improper purposes of delaying matters in debtor's case, harassing the court, debtor and
debtor's attorneys and punishing the court for unfavorable rulings. Id. at 932.
As seen in the above-cited cases, when a party and its counsel perpetuate a
meritless case based upon bald-faced lies, the Court should impose sanctions against the party
and its lawyers for engaging in such egregious conduct. As seen in the fact section above and in
the sections immediately below, Backpage lied to this Court and its attorneys perpetuated those
lies when they should have instead brought those lies to the Court’s attention so that it could
properly and timely address them.

10
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A.

The Court should use its inherent authority to sanction Backpage
Here, Backpage repeatedly lied to this Court about numerous issues, the most

mendacious of which are Backpage’s statements that: (1) it did not “sanitize” or “moderate” the
ads on its website that were, prior to sanitization or moderation, clearly for adult prostitution or
child prostitution; (2) that VISA and Mastercard ceased doing business with it because of the
letters sent by the Sheriff; and (3) that it was unable to process credit card transaction or
otherwise be paid for ads placed on its website. These lies caused the Seventh Circuit to order
that this Court enter a preliminary injunction, the Supreme Court to deny a certiorari petition,
and caused this Court to rule against the Sheriff on several motions and allow this case to go on
for more than another year. This Court should find that Backpage perpetrated a fraud on the
Court, and that under its inherent authority, sanctions should be awarded to the Sheriff in the
amount of the reasonable attorneys’ fees for his entire representation in this matter. See
Reichman, 553 F. Supp. 2d at 319 (plaintiff in breach of contract case sanctioned where he
brought claim knowing that the dispute had been settled and only dismissed case when
documents showed up that completely foreclosed his claim).
B.

The Court should sanction Backpage’s counsel
Backpage’s counsel may well have known all along about their client’s lies, but

even if not, they were presented with an abundance of opportunities from very early on in this
case to know that their client was lying to the Court about the critical issues. They then either
learned of these lies but did nothing or stuck their heads in the sand. “Sticking
one's head in the sand is more than undignified. It is sanctionable. In this case appellees'
attorneys' fees are an appropriate sanction; these are costs that would not have been incurred but
for a doomed appeal, and the expense should be borne by the side that created them.” Khalil v.

11
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Town of Cicero, 916 F.2d 715 (7th Cir. 1990) (imposing sanctions under Rule 37). See also City
of Livonia Employees’ Retirement System v. Boeing Co., 306 F.R.D. 175, 181 (N.D. Ill. 2014)
(Rule 11); Paniagua v. Max 18, Inc., No. 11 C 03320, 2013 WL 5907893, *8 (N.D. Ill. Nov. 4,
2013) (Rule 11). The following chronology paints the picture of why and when Backpage’s
counsel knew or should have known that their client was lying to the Court:
In April 2015, the United States Senate, through the Permanent Subcommittee on
Investigations (the “Subcommittee”), requested an interview to discuss Backpage’s business
practices. ECF No. 197-1 at 14. On June 19, 2015, after two months of negotiations with
Backpage’s counsel over specific topics the Subcommittee wished to discuss, the Subcommittee
interviewed Elizabeth McDougall, Backpage’s general counsel. Id. During that interview,
McDougall would not answer critical questions regarding Backpage’s procedures for screening
for illegal content. Id. This was the first red flag that gave an indication that Backpage’s
procedures may be less than legal.
On July 7, 2015, two weeks before Backpage filed its complaint against the
Sheriff, the Subcommittee issued a subpoena to Backpage, seeking, among other things,
documentation regarding its screening process and data retention policies. Id. On August 6,
2015, a few weeks prior to the preliminary injunction hearing in this case, Backpage sent the
Subcommittee a letter stating it was refusing to answer its subpoena. Id. Red Flag Number Two.
On August 13, 2015 the Subcommittee subpoenaed two Backpage employees,
Andrew Padilla—the head of Backpage’s moderation department—and Joye Vaught—the
supervisor in charge of training Backpage’s moderators (not coincidentally, on information and
belief, two of the people that Carl Ferrer alleges he conspired with, see Plea Agreement at Ex. B
at ⁋ 10(a))—to discuss their job duties. ECF No. 192-1 at 14—15. Instead of answering the
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Subcommittee’s questions, both individuals hired an attorney and refused to answer, invoking
their fifth amendment privilege, stating their answers might tend to incriminate them. Id. at 15.
Red Flag Number Three.
On October 1, 2015 the Subcommittee issued a new, more targeted subpoena,
focusing on Backpage’s moderation efforts, including information related to editing or
modifying of ads prior to publication—the very information that would have destroyed
Backpage’s argument of immunity under the Communications Decency Act. Id. Backpage
answered by providing twenty-one pages of publicly available documents and writing a letter
stating it refused to provide any relevant documents, citing first amendment objections. Id. Red
Flag Number Four.
The Subcommittee informed Backpage that its objection was without merit and
ordered Backpage to comply by November 12, 2015. Id. at 16. Additionally, the Subcommittee
subpoenaed Carl Ferrer to testify before the Subcommittee on November 19, 2015. Id. Not
surprisingly, Backpage refused to answer the subpoena and Carl Ferrer did not show up at the
Subcommittee’s hearing as he had fled the country. Id.; ECF No. 126. Red Flag Number Five.
On November 30, 2015 the Seventh Circuit reversed this Court’s decision
regarding the preliminary injunction, finding that “it is unclear that Backpage is engaged in
illegal activity.” Backpage.com, LLC v. Dart, 807 F.3d 229, 233 (7th Cir. 2015) (emphasis
added). Given that Backpage was refusing to answer subpoenas regarding its moderation
processes, and its employees were invoking their fifth amendment privileges against selfincrimination with regard to those processes, it was becoming clear that “illegal activity” may be
at the heart of Backpage’s functions.
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On March 11, 2016 Backpage filed a Motion for Partial Summary Judgment,
stating that there was no need for the parties to engage in further discovery. ECF No. 124.
Again, Backpage was pushing to cover up its “illegal activity,” as it did not want the Court to
allow the Sheriff to see discovery which would demonstrate that the entire case against the
Sheriff was a farce.
On March 29, 2016 the Subcommittee filed its Application to Enforce Subpoena
Duces Tecum with the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia, and Backpage through its
counsel (the same counsel that is representing Backpage in this case) filed its opposition to the
same. ECF No. 197-1 at 16—17; U.S. District Court for the District of Colombia, Case No. 16mc-00621 at ECF No. 6 (Appearance of Robert Corn-Revere). Red Flag Number Six.
On March 30, 2016, the Court denied Backpage’s Motion for Summary Judgment
without prejudice and ordered the parties to brief any disputed discovery issues. ECF No.
137. On April 6, 2016 the Sheriff filed a Bench Memorandum, arguing he was entitled to
discovery on, among other things: (1) Backpage’s purported damages, specifically requesting
information on lost profits and any illegal contracts for prostitution, as Backpage should not be
compensated for the same; and (2) Backpage’s moderation practices to show the illegality of
Backpage’s business. ECF No. 143.
On April 20, 2016 Backpage filed a response to the Sheriff’s Bench
Memorandum, arguing Backpage should not have to turn over moderation discovery as the
Communication Decency Act provides immunity for Backpage as a platform provider. ECF No.
153. This argument by Backpage’s attorneys was disingenuous at best, as by now they had to
know that Backpage was a part author in a great majority of the prostitution ads on the website,
thereby losing any possible immunity under the CDA. As of this date, at the very latest,
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Backpage’s attorneys were at best practicing willful indifference to Backpage’s actions, because
if its attorneys did not know that Backpage was authoring ads for prostitution, that is due to their
intentionally turning a blind eye to all of the evidence in front of them.
On April 21, 2016, as part of the Sheriff’s Motion for Leave to Amend
Affirmative Defenses, the Sheriff informed the Court about the Red Beauty Investigation, during
which the Sheriff gained first-hand knowledge of Backpage’s sanitization process, proving that
Backpage was not just an information platform provider but an author of ads purporting to
prostitute children. ECF No. 155. Rather than acknowledging Backpage’s conduct, Backpage’s
attorneys accused the Sheriff of creating fake ads that failed to demonstrate any sanitization.
ECF No. 160. This was obviously false and provides further evidence that Backpage’s attorneys
were either covering up their clients’ illegal actions or purposefully sticking their heads in the
sand.
On May 17, 2016 Backpage’s attorneys filed an opposition brief with the Court,
arguing that the Sheriff should not be allowed to amend his affirmative defenses as the Sherriff’s
defense on illegality was “futile” because the Sheriff’s “proposed illegal conduct defense directly
violates [the CDA].” Id. Again, by now, Backpage’s attorneys should have known that this was
untrue.
On August 2, 2016 Backpage sought leave to file a first amended complaint,
abandoning its request for monetary damages. ECF No. 167. Backpage and its attorneys knew
that it needed to drop the claim for money damages, otherwise the Court would allow discovery
into Backpage’s purported lost profits, and its moderation practices for purposes of determining
which “contracts” were illegal (i.e., payments for ads for prostitution). ECF No. 141 (Transcript
from March 30, 2016). Backpage knew that if it allowed the Sheriff to dig into its lost profits
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claim, the Sheriff would learn (1) that Backpage never stopped making money through Visa and
MasterCard, and therefore the entire basis for its requested injunctive relief—that Backpage was
stopped from doing business with Visa and Master Card—was a sham; (2) that Backpage was a
content provider and could never have any protections under the CDA; and (3) that Backpage
was laundering money through straw entities.
On August 5, 2016 the district court in the Senate Action granted enforcement of
the Subcommittee’s subpoena, rejecting Backpage’s first amendment argument. Senate
Permanent Subcomm. v. Ferrer, 199 F. Supp. 3d 125 (D.D.C. 2016), vacated as moot sub nom.
Senate Permanent Subcomm. on Investigations v. Ferrer, 856 F.3d 1080 (D.C. Cir. 2017). Over
the course of the next three months, Backpage engaged in legal theatrics, requesting appeals and
stays from the district court’s enforcement order. ECF No. 197-1 at 17—18. Finally, after all
appeals and stays were exhausted, Backpage started turning over documents. Id. at 18. By the
end of 2016, Backpage had turned over more than five hundred thousand pages of documents in
response to the Subcommittee’s subpoena. Id. at 20.
On August 9, 2016 Backpage again requested that this Court proceed with
summary judgment proceedings, stating the “Court should reject the Sheriff’s arguments
[regarding needing additional discovery] again and move this case forward to consideration and
briefing of summary judgment on liability and declaratory relief.”
On September 26, 2016 and December 23, 2016, Carl Ferrer was indicted in the
State of California for taking part in a pimping conspiracy and money-laundering conspiracy.
Ex. C. The December indictment detailed efforts that Backpage had undertaken to set up sham
companies to bypass detection by American Express. Id. According to the indictment, in May
of 2015, in only the State of California, Backpage was able to conduct $48,288.25 worth of
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transactions, even though American Express had ceased processing Backpage transactions on
May 1, 2015. Id. Attorneys for Backpage in this case also represented Carl Ferrer in the
indictment proceedings. Ex. D.
At this point there is direct evidence, known to Backpage’s attorneys, that
Backpage and its CEO, Carl Ferrer, had lied to this Court. Specifically, in paragraph 4 of both
the complaint and the amended complaint, which was filed just prior to the indictments,
Backpage stated that due to the Sheriff’s letters, American Express, Visa and Master Card all
blocked use of their cards for any and all purchases on the website. ECF No. 1; ECF No. 173. If
Backpage was circumventing the blocks being administered by the credit card companies, and
still using American Express, Visa and Master Card to accept payment, this directly affects
Backpage’s theory of causation and its requests for relief. Specifically, if Backpage was still
running transactions through the credit card companies, albeit illegally, Backpage was never
suffering the harm it alleged in its complaint.
Instead of bringing the above to this Court’s attention, as they were obligated to
do, Backpage’s attorneys chose to do nothing, except press forward with Backpage’s request for
summary judgment. In fact, since learning that Backpage had lied in the amended complaint
pending before this Court, Backpage sought summary judgment or a summary judgment hearing
on four separate occasions. See Opposition to Defendant’s Motion for Leave to File SurResponse Opposing Backpage’s Motion to Renew Summary Judgment Proceedings (November
23, 2016) (ECF No. 191) (stating “the Court should set a hearing on the Plaintiff’s motion for
summary judgment at the earliest possible date”); Opposition to Suggestion of Mootness
(February 21, 2017) (ECF No. 196) (stating the Court should “hold this case is moot and
expeditiously proceed to Plaintiff’s motion for summary judgment”); Plaintiff’s Motion for

17
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Sanctions Based on Sheriff Dart’s Fraud on the Court (December 15, 2017) (ECF No. 205)
(stating that Backpage seeks an order requiring that “[a] schedule be set for briefing and
argument on Plaintiff’s motion for summary judgment,” even though it was completely unrelated
to the motion it filed); Plaintiff’s Reply to Sheriff Dart’s Opposition to Motion for Sanctions
Based on Sheriff Dart’s Fraud on the Court (February 2, 2018) (ECF No. 214) (“Backpage filed
its Motion for Sanctions and asked this Court to order … a briefing schedule for resolution of the
case on summary judgment”). Once Backpage’s attorneys learned that the factual basis for the
entire amended complaint was false, namely that Backpage was still actively using credit cards
to pay for services on its website, they had a duty and an obligation to inform the Court and the
Sheriff’s attorneys of the same, at a minimum, by amending their errant pleading. Instead, they
ran from that obligation, and pushed this Court for an entry of summary judgment in their
client’s favor, even though such a judgment would have been based on a fraud.
On January 19, 2017 after reviewing documentation provided and testimony
regarding Backpage’s business practices, the Subcommittee issued a report from its investigation
titled Backpage.com’s Knowing Facilitation of Online Sex Trafficking. ECF No. 197-1. In the
report the Subcommittee found that Backpage had knowingly concealed evidence of criminality
by systematically editing its adult ads, and that it knowingly facilitated prostitution and child
trafficking. Id.
On September 15, 2017, the Sheriff sought leave to issue subpoenas to discover
evidence proving that Backpage has been and is engaged in criminal activities, including the
solicitation of prostitutes and creation of advertisements for prostitution. ECF No. 201. The
evidence was discovered in the Philippines in a non-related case. Id. The Sheriff explained in
his motion that based on the date range of a few of the incriminating documents that were
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available from the docket in Backpage’s case against Missouri Attorney General Hawley, it
appeared that Backpage was sanitizing ads of their criminal content in 2015 and 2016, the same
time it was telling this Court that it was not. Id.
In response to the Sheriff’s request, Backpage’s attorneys did not tell this Court
about any of the evidence that they had discovered over the course of the last eighteen months,
but rather, pushed forward and continued to argue that the Court should reject the issue raised in
the Sheriff’s motion as those issues already had been considered by the Court. ECF No. 204.
Counsel for Backpage, throughout the course of this litigation, their representation
of Backpage in the Subcommittee proceedings, and their representation of Carl Ferrer in his
California criminal proceedings, learned of information disproving the facts alleged by Backpage
in its amended complaint. At the very least, counsel for Backpage, in this case, learned that (1)
Backpage, even after the attempted ban by the credit card companies, was still able to use credit
cards to process payments for services provided through Backpage.com; and (2) Backpage was
sanitizing its ads such that it was an information content provider, and not afforded protections
by the Communications Decency Act. Even with such knowledge, they performed no
investigation into the same, and failed to inform the Court of evidence discovered. Such
“ostrichism” is shocking and sanctionable.
IV.

BACKPAGE’S COUNSEL SHOULD BE
SANCTIONED UNDER 28 U.S.C. § 1927
Sanctions under § 1927 should be awarded when counsel acts in an objectively

unreasonable and vexatious manner. Grochocinski v. Mayer Brown Rowe & Maw LLP, 452 B.R.
676, 685 (N.D. Ill. 2011), aff'd, 719 F.3d 785 (7th Cir. 2013). “Objective bad faith does not
require a finding of malice or ill will; reckless indifference to the law will qualify. If a lawyer
pursues a path that a reasonably careful attorney would have known, after appropriate inquiry, to
19
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be unsound, the conduct is objectively unreasonable and vexatious.” Id. When determining
whether an attorney's actions were objectively reasonable, the court “may infer intent from a
total lack of factual or legal basis for a suit.” Id. See also Kotsilieris v. Chalmers, 966 F.2d
1181, 1184–85 (7th Cir.1992) (counsel sanctioned under § 1927 when “counsel acted recklessly,
counsel raised baseless claims despite notice of the frivolous nature of these claims, or counsel
otherwise showed indifference to statutes, rules, or court orders”).
Now that the criminal indictment and guilty pleas from Backpage and Carl Ferrer
have come to light, it is clear that almost every paper filed and proceeding conducted was tainted
by false representations, omissions and outright lies. It is obvious that counsel knew or should
have known that Backpage was engaged in a criminal conspiracy, and yet its attorneys continued
to make false assertions and fight all attempts by the Sheriff to uncover the truth. By repeatedly
filing false declarations and motions intended to thwart attempts to reveal the illegitimacy of
their client’s business, Backpage’s counsel have shown utter disrespect for the judicial process
and the rule of law. Similar actions have resulted in the imposition of harsh sanctions against the
attorneys. See Kapco Mfg. Co., Inc. v. C & O Enterprises, Inc., 886 F.2d 1485, 1490 (7th Cir.
1989) (imposing sanctions against attorney for the cost incurred by the defendants in defending
the litigation where the actions of the plaintiff’s attorney “evidenced a disregard for an orderly
and truthful resolution of the dispute”). Here, the Court needs to simply look at the indictment
and plea filed in the criminal case and the misrepresentations and deceit on the Court that
Backpage’s attorneys have engaged in throughout the proceedings becomes clear.
Considering Backpage’s admission in the plea agreement that it fraudulently
implemented methods of continuing to receive payment after credit card companies ceased doing
business with them, it appears the damages initially claimed in this case were non-existent. “An
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award of sanctions is proper if the attorney ‘has acted in an objectively unreasonable manner by
engaging in a serious and studied disregard for the orderly process of justice or where a claim is
without a plausible legal or factual basis and lacking in justification.” Lightspeed Media Corp. v.
Smith, 761 F.3d 699, 708 (7th Cir.2014) (quoting Walter v. Fiorenzo, 840 F.2d 427, 433 (7th Cir.
1988)). Similarly, Backpage’s claim that it did not sanitize or moderate ads to remove the
appearance of adult and child prostitution is equally sanctionable as there has been ample
evidence in other courts to prove otherwise, and Backpage’s attorneys were part of these
proceedings too.
Even if counsel for Backpage try to claim ignorance as to the false nature of the
claims when they were initially filed, the Seventh Circuit has interpreted 28 U.S.C. § 1927 as the
appropriate source of authority “to impose a continuing duty upon attorneys to dismiss claims
that are no longer viable.” Intellect Wireless, Inc. v. Sharp Corp., 87 F. Supp. 3d 817, 848–49
(N.D. Ill. 2015). Its attorneys also cannot claim that they could not act because of their duty to
Backpage to keep confidential Backpage’s illegal conduct. Cleveland Hair Clinic, Inc. v. Puig,
200 F.3d 1063 (7th Cir. 2000) (concluding that the district court did not abuse its discretion in
sanctioning an attorney for providing false information and failing to disclose relevant
information when awarding attorneys’ fees and costs incurred as a result of bad conduct, in
which the Court cited to a comment to Rule of Professional Conduct 3.3 which states the “duty
to protect client confidentiality does not come before the duty to be honest with the court”).
There is too much evidence of illegality for counsel not to have been cognizant of
the false pleadings and deceit. The Sheriff requests, if not already sufficient by this written
motion and attached evidence, limited discovery to prove that Backpage’s counsel knew the
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pleadings, discovery responses, filings and statements in open Court were false when made,
followed by an evidentiary hearing, supplemental briefing and an award to promote justice.
WHEREFORE, for the foregoing reasons, the Sheriff requests that this Court
enter an order:
1. permitting limited discovery;
2. holding an evidentiary hearing on sanctions;
3. permitting supplemental briefing on the appropriateness and amount of
sanctions; and
4. for any other relief the Court deems appropriate.

Respectfully submitted,
THOMAS J. DART,
SHERIFF OF COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS
By: Paul J. Kozacky
One of his attorneys
Paul J. Kozacky
Alastar S. McGrath
Jerome R. Weitzel
KOZACKY WEITZEL MCGRATH, P.C.
55 West Monroe Street, 24th Floor
Chicago, Illinois 60603
(312) 696-0900
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

14

D

15
16

United States of America,
Plaintiff,

17

CR-18-465-PHX-D H

PLEA AGREEM NT

vs.

18
19
2

J

Backpage.com, LLC,
Defendant.

21
Plaintiff, United States of America, and the defendant, Backp ge.com, LLC,

22
23

hereby agree to dispose of this matter on the following terms and conditio s:

24

1.

PLEA

25

The defendant will plead guilty to an Information charging the d fondant with a

26

violation of 18 United States Code (U.S.C.) § 1956(h), Money Launderin Conspiracy, a

27

Class C felony offense.

28

cc: AUSA, Defense Counsel, USPO
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1

2.

2

MAXIMUM PENAL TIES
a.

A violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1956(h) is punishable by a m

imum fine of

3

$500,000 (or, if any person derived pecuniary gain from the offense, o if the offense

4

resulted in pecuniary loss to a person other than the defendant, not more t an the greater

5

of twice the gross gain or twice the gross loss), a maximum term of imp sonment of 20

6

years, or both, and a term of supervised release of 3 years.

7

probation is five years.

8
9

b.

A max· mum term of

According to the Sentencing Guidelines issued pursuant to he Sentencing

Reform Act of 1984, the Court shall order the defendant to:

10

(1)

make restitution to any victim of the offense pursua t to 18 U.S.C.

11

§ 3663 and/or 3663A, unless the Court determines that restitution

12

appropriate;

13
14

(2)

ould not be

pay a fine pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3572, unless the C urt finds that a

fine is not appropriate;

15

(3)

serve a term of supervised release when required by

atute or when

16

a sentence of imprisonment of more than one year is imposed (with the understanding

17

that the Court may impose a term of supervised release in all other cases); nd

18
19

(4)

pay upon conviction a $400 special assessment for each count to

which the defendant pleads guilty pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3013.

20

C.

The Court is required to consider the Sentencing Guidelines n determining

21

the defendant's sentence.

22

Court is free to exercise its discretion to impose any reasonable sente ce up to the

23

maximum set by statute for the crime( s) of conviction, unless there are sti ulations to the

24

contrary that the Court accepts.

25

3.

26

However, the Sentencing Guidelines are adv·sory, and the

AGREEMENTS REGARDING SENTENCING
a.

California And Texas Proceedings:

It is the parties' ex ectation that,

27

around the time the defendant enters a guilty plea in this case, co-defend nt Carl Ferrer

28

will enter guilty pleas to Backpage-related charges in California and Tex s state court.
-2-
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1

Pursuant to Fed. R. Crim. P. ll(c)(l)(C), the United States and the defi dant stipulate

2

that the defendant's guilty plea in this case is contingent upon the accept ce of Ferrer's

3

plea agreements in the California and Texas matters. If either of those pie agreements is

4

rejected, the defendant will be afforded an opportunity to withdraw the gu lty plea in this

5

case.

6
7
8

b.

Timing Of Sentencing: The defendant agrees that sentenci g in this case

may be delayed until the federal sentencing of co-defendant Carl Ferrer.
c.

Offset for Fine Pa

The parties

9

stipulate and agree that, to the extent the Court imposes a criminal fine ag inst any of the

10

other organizational co-defendants in this matter, the defendant will receiv credit toward

11

its criminal fine obligation (under 18 U.S.C. § 3612(i)) for any fine-rel ted payments

12

made by such organizational co-defendants.

13

d.

Length Of Probationary Term: It is the parties' intention tha the defendant

14

will cease to exist or operate following its entry of a guilty plea

this matter.

15

Nevertheless, pursuant to Fed. R. Crim. P. 1 l(c)(l)(B), the United States

ill recommend

16

that, if it appears the defendant will remain in existence and opera ion following

17

sentencing in this case, the defendant be sentenced to a 60-month term of p obation.

18

e.

Restitution. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3663 and/or 3663A, the defendant

19

specifically agrees to pay full restitution, regardless of the resulting loss a ount but in no

20

event more than $500 million, to all victims directly or proximately armed by the

21

defendant's "relevant conduct," including conduct pertaining to any dismi sed counts or

22

uncharged conduct, as defined by U.S.S.G. § 1B1.3, regardless of whethe such conduct

23

constitutes an "offense" under 18 U.S.C. §§ 2259, 3663 or 3663A.

24

understands that such restitution will be included in the Court's Order of Judgment and

25

that an unanticipated restitution amount will not serve as grounds to withdraw the

26

defendant's guilty plea or to withdraw from this plea agreement.

27
28

f.

Assets and Financial Responsibility.

he defendant

The defendant shal make a full

accounting of all assets in which the defendant has any legal or equitable interest. The
-3-
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1

defendant shall not (and shall not aid or abet any other party to) sell, hid , waste, spend,

2

or transfer any such assets or property before sentencing, without the p or approval of

3

the United States (provided, however, that no prior approval will be requi ed for routine,

4

day-to-day expenditures).

5

Attorney's Office to immediately obtain a credit report as to the defend nt in order to

6

evaluate the defendant's ability to satisfy any financial obligation impose by the Court.

7

The defendant also shall make full disclosure of all current and projecte assets to the

8

U.S. Probation Office immediately and prior to the termination of t e defendant's

9

supervised release or probation, such disclosures to be shared with the

The defendant also expressly authorizes the United States

.S. Attorney's

10

Office, including the Financial Litigation Unit, for any purpose. Finally, the defendant

11

shall participate in the Inmate Financial Responsibility Program to fulfi 1 all financial

12

obligations due and owing under this agreement and the law.

13

g.

Acceptance of Responsibility. If the defendant makes full and complete

14

disclosure to the U.S. Probation Office of the circumstances surrounding t e defendant's

15

commission of the offense, and if the defendant demonstrates an

16

responsibility for this offense up to and including the time of sentenci

17

States will recommend a two-level reduction in the applicable Sentenc· g Guidelines

18

offense level pursuant to U.S.S.G. § 3El.l(a). If the defendant has an offe se level of 16

19

or more, the United States will move the Court for an additional one-lev 1 reduction in

20

the applicable Sentencing Guidelines offense level pursuant to U.S.S.G. § 3El.l(b).

21

4.

22

cceptance of

AGREEMENT TO DISMISS OR NOT TO PROSECUTE
a.

This office shall not prosecute the defendant for any offenses committed by

23

the defendant, and known by the United States, in connection with the ubject matter

24

described in the factual basis of this agreement.

25

b.

This agreement does not, in any manner, restrict the actions of the United

26

States in any other district or bind any other United States Attorney's Offic .

27

5.

COURT APPROVAL RE UIRED· REINSTITUTION OF PR SECUTION

28
-4-
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1

a.

If the Court, after rev1ewmg this plea agreement, cone udes that any

2

provision contained herein is inappropriate, it may reject the plea agreeme t and give the

3

defendant the opportunity to withdraw the guilty plea in accordance with F d. R. Crim. P.

4

1 l(c)(5).

5

b.

If the defendant's guilty plea or plea agreement is reject d, withdrawn,

6

vacated, or reversed at any time, this agreement shall be null and void, th United States

7

shall be free to prosecute the defendant for all crimes of which it then has

8

any charges that have been dismissed because of this plea agreement shal automatically

9

be reinstated. In such event, the defendant waives any and all objection , motions, and

10

defenses based upon the Statute of Limitations, the Speedy Trial Act, o constitutional

11

restrictions in bringing later charges or proceedings. The defendant under tands that any

12

statements made at the time of the defendant's change of plea or sentenci

13

against the defendant in any subsequent hearing, trial, or proceeding ubject to the

14

limitations of Fed. R. Evid. 410.

15

6.

owledge and

may be used

WAIVER OF DEFENSES AND APPEAL RIGHTS

16

The defendant waives (1) any and all motions, defenses, p obable cause

17

determinations, and objections that the defendant could assert to the indictment or

18

information; and (2) any right to file an appeal, any collateral attack, and any other writ

19

or motion that challenges the conviction, an order of restitution or forfeitu e, the entry of

20

judgment against the defendant, or any aspect of the defendant's sentence including the

21

manner in which the sentence is determined, including but not limited o any appeals

22

under 18 U.S.C. § 3742 (sentencing appeals) and motions under 28 U.S . . §§ 2241 and

23

2255 (habeas petitions), and any right to file a motion for modificatio

24

including under 18 U.S.C. § 3582(c). This waiver shall result in the di missal of any

25

appeal, collateral attack, or other motion the defendant might file c allenging the

26

conviction, order of restitution or forfeiture, or sentence in this case. Th's waiver shall

27

not be construed to bar an otherwise-preserved claim of ineffective assista ce of counsel

28

or of "prosecutorial misconduct" (as that term is defined by Section 11.B f Ariz. Ethics
-5-
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1

Op. 15-01 (2015)).

2

7.

3

DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION
a.

The United States retains the unrestricted right to provide i formation and

4

make any and all statements it deems appropriate to the U.S. Probation O fice and to the

5

Court in connection with the case.

6

b.

Any information, statements, documents, and evidence that the defendant

7

provides to the United States pursuant to this agreement may be us d against the

8

defendant at any time.

9

c.

The defendant shall cooperate fully with the U.S. Probatio

10

cooperation shall include providing complete and truthful responses to q estions posed

11

by the U.S. Probation Office including, but not limited to, questions relatin

12

(1)

criminal convictions, history of drug abuse, and menta illness; and

13

(2)

financial information, including present financial asse s or liabilities

14

that relate to the ability of the defendant to pay a fine or restitution.

15

8.

16

FORFEITURE CIVIL AND ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEED! GS
a.

Nothing in this agreement shall be construed to protect the

17

administrative or civil forfeiture proceedings or prohibit the Unite

States from

18

proceeding with and/or initiating an action for civil forfeiture. Pursuant t

18 U.S.C. §

19

3613, all monetary penalties, including restitution imposed by the Cou , shall be due

20

immediately upon judgment, shall be subject to immediate enforcement y the United

21

States, and shall be submitted to the Treasury Offset Program so that any fi deral payment

22

or transfer of returned property the defendant receives may be offset nd applied to

23

federal debts (which offset will not affect the periodic payment schedule)

24

imposes a schedule of payments, the schedule of payments shall be merel a schedule of

25

minimum payments and shall not be a limitation on the methods availabl to the United

26

States to enforce the judgment.

27
28

b.

If the Court

The defendant agrees to forfeit, and hereby forfeits, all intere t in any asset

that the defendant owns or over which the defendant exercises contr 1, directly or
-6-
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1

indirectly, as well as any property that is traceable to, derived from, fun ible with, or a

2

substitute for property that constitutes the proceeds of the offense(s), or

3

to facilitate the commission of the offense(s). Such property includes, bu is not limited

4

to, all right, title, and interest in funds held in the following bank accounts:

5

(1)

Prosperity Bank account number x7188

6

(2)

Compass Bank account number x3873

hich was used

7

Such property further includes, but is not limited to, all right, title, and interest in the

8

following domain names:

9

( 1)

atlantabackpage.com

10

(2)

backpage.be

11

(3)

backpage.com

12

(4)

backpage.com.br

13

(5)

backpage.cz

14

(6)

backpage.dk

15

(7)

backpage.ee

16

(8)

backpage.es

17

(9)

backpage.fi

18

(10)

backpage.fr

19

(11)

backpage.gr

20

(12)

backpage.hu

21

(13)

backpage.ie

22

(14)

backpage.it

23

(15)

backpage.lt

24

(16)

backpage.mx

25

(17)

backpage.net

26

(18)

backpage.no

27

(19)

backpage.pl

28

(20)

backpage.pt
-7-
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1

(21)

backpage.ro

2

(22)

backpage.si

3

(23)

backpage.sk

4

(24)

backpage.us

5

(25)

backpage-insider .com

6

(26)

bestofbackpage.c om

7

(27)

bestofbigcity.com

8

(28)

bigcity.com

9

(29)

chicagobackpage .com

10

(30)

denverbackpage. com

11

(31)

newyorkbackpag e.com

12

(32)

phoenixbackpage .com

13

(33)

sandiegobackpag e.com

14

(34)

seattlebackpage. com

15

(35)

tampabackpage.c om

16

Such property further includes, but is not limited to, all right, title, and nterest in any

17

funds remaining in the following IOL TA bank accounts at the conclusi n of litigation

18

(with the understanding that the funds currently deposited in those IOLTA bank accounts

19

may only be withdrawn by counsel based on the provision of legal services :

20

(1)

First Republic Bank IOLTA Account x6180

21

(2)

First Republic Bank IOLTA Account x6255

22

(3)

First Republic Bank IOLTA Account x5978

23

(4)

All funds previously deposited in Wells Fargo I LTA account

24

number x7091 to fund the criminal defense of Backp ge.com, LLC,

25

Website Technologies, LLC, Posting Solutions LLC, Amstel River

26

Holdings LLC, Ad Tech BV, and/or UGC Tech Group BV

27

Such property further includes, but is not limited to, all right, title, and ·nterest in any

28

funds previously advanced to a bail bond service (with the understanding t at, should co-8-
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1

defendant Carl Ferrer not be required to post a bond in this matter, the defe dant will take

2

immediate steps to recover any funds previously advanced to a bail bo

3

surrender those funds to the United States for forfeiture).

4

C.

The defendant further agrees to waive all interest in any su h asset in any

5

administrative or judicial forfeiture proceeding, whether criminal or civil, tate or federal.

6

The defendant agrees to consent to the entry of orders of forfeiture for sue property and

7

waives the requirements of Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure 32.2 and 3(a) regarding

8

notice of the forfeiture in the charging instrument, announcement of t e forfeiture at

9

sentencing, and incorporation of the forfeiture in the judgment. The de endant further

10

understands and agrees that forfeiture of the assets is appropriate and in a cordance with

11

the applicable forfeiture statutes, which may include Title 8 U.S.C. § 1314(b), Title 18

12

U.S.C. §§ 924(d), 981, 982 and 2253, Title 21 U.S.C. §§ 853 and 881 and Title 28

13

U.S.C. § 2461(c).

14

d.

Forfeiture of the defendant's assets shall not be treated as satisfaction of

15

any fine, restitution, cost of imprisonment, or any other penalty this cou~ may impose

16

upon the defendant in addition to forfeiture. This agreement does not precl de the United

17

States from instituting any civil or administrative forfeiture proceedin s as may be

18

appropriate now or in the future.

19

e.

The defendant agrees to waive all constitutional and statutor challenges in

20

any manner (including direct appeal, habeas corpus, double jeopardy or an other means)

21

to any forfeiture imposed as a result of this guilty plea or any pending or completed

22

administrative or civil forfeiture actions, including that the forfeiture

23

excessive fine or punishment. The defendant agrees to take all steps as re uested by the

24

United States to pass clear title to forfeitable assets to the United States, and to testify

25

truthfully in any judicial forfeiture proceeding. The defendant acknow edges that all

26

property covered by this agreement is subject to forfeiture as proceeds of i legal conduct,

27

property facilitating illegal conduct, and substitute assets for property oth rwise subject

28

to forfeiture, and that no other person or entity has a legitimate claim to the e items listed.
-9-
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1

f.

The defendant agrees not to file a claim to any of the listed

2

civil proceeding, administrative or judicial, which may be initiated.

3

further agrees that he/she will not contest civil, administrative or judicial fi rfeiture of the

4

listed property. The defendant agrees to waive his/her right to notice o any forfeiture

5

proceeding involving this property, and agrees not to file a claim or assist thers in filing

6

a claim in that forfeiture proceeding.

7

g.

he defendant

The government reserves its right to proceed against any re aining assets

8

not identified either in this agreement or in any civil actions which are eing resolved

9

along with this plea of guilty, including any property in which the defi ndant has any

10

interest or control, if said assets, real or personal, tangible or intangible w re involved in

11

the offense(s).

12

h.

The defendant hereby waives, and agrees to hold the gove ment and its

13

agents and employees harmless from any and all claims whatsoever in c nnection with

14

the seizure, forfeiture, and disposal of the property described above. Wit out limitation,

15

the defendant understands and agrees that by virtue of this plea of guilty, the defendant

16

will waive any rights or cause of action that the defendant might otherwi e have had to

17

claim that he/she is a "substantially prevailing party" for the purpose

18

attorney fees and other litigation costs in any related civil forfeiture proce ding pursuant

19

to 28 U.S.C. § 2465(b )(1 ).

20

9.

ELEMENTS

21
22
23

f recovery of

Money Laundering Conspiracy
Beginning no later than 2004, and continuing through in or around

arch 2018, in

the District of Arizona and elsewhere:

24

1.

25

more of the crimes of Concealment Money Laundering ( 8 U.S.C. §

26

1956(a)(l)(B)(i)), International Promotional Money Launderin

27

§ 1956(a)(2)(A)),Transactional Money Laundering (18 U.S.C. § 1 57(a)), and/or

28

International Concealment Money Laundering (18 U.S.C. § 1956(a) 2)(B)(i)); and

There was an agreement between two or more persons to ommit one or

- 10 -
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1

2.

2

of its objects and intending to help accomplish it.

3
4

10.

The defendant became a member of the conspiracy knowing of at least one

FACTUAL BASIS
a.

The defendant admits that the following facts are true and th t if this matter

5

were to proceed to trial the United States could prove the following acts beyond a

6

reasonable doubt:

7

8

The website www.Backpage.com ("Backpage") was created in 200 . It eventually

9

became the second-largest classified advertising website in the wo Id and, during

10

its 14 years of existence, has derived the great majority of its rev nue from fees

11

charged in return for publishing advertisements for "adult" and "esc rt" services.

12
13

The great majority of these advertisements are, in fact, adve isements for

14

prostitution services (which are not protected by the First Amend ent and which

15

are illegal in 49 states and in much of Nevada). Acting with t is knowledge,

16

certain employees and representatives of Backpage.com, LL

17

authorized to bind the company with their actions) conspired to find ways to

18

knowingly facilitate the state-law prostitution crimes being

ommitted by

19

Backpage's customers.

"moderation"

20

processes through which Backpage would remove terms and pie res that were

21

particularly indicative of prostitution and then publish a revised ver ion of the ad.

22

Such editing did not, of course, change the essential nature of the illegal service

23

being offered in the ad-it was merely intended to create a veneer of deniability

24

for Backpage. These editing practices were only one component of an overall,

25

company-wide culture and policy of concealing and refusing to officially

26

acknowledge the true nature of the services being offered in Backp ge' s "escort"

27

and "adult" ads.

For example, the company

28
- 11 -
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1

In addition to conspiring to knowingly facilitate the state-law prosf ution offenses

2

being committed by Backpage's customers, certain employees and epresentatives

3

of Backpage.com, LLC (who were authorized to bind the comp ny with their

4

actions) also conspired to engage in various money laundering o fenses. Since

5

2004, Backpage has earned hundreds of millions of dollars in revenue from

6

publishing "escort" and "adult" ads.

7

companies, and other financial institutions refused to do business

8

due to the illegal nature of its business.

9

employees and representatives found ways to fool credit card

Over time, many ban s, credit card
ith Backpage

In response, the
ompanies into

10

believing that Backpage-associated charges were being incurre

11

websites, to route Backpage-related payments and proceeds through bank accounts

12

held in the name of seemingly unconnected entities (including but not limited to

13

Posting Solutions, Website Technologies, and Cereus Propertie ), and to use

14

cryptocurrency-processing companies (including but not limited to CoinBase,

15

GoCoin, Paxful, Kraken, and Crypto Capital) for similar purposes.

on different

16
17

b.

The defendant shall swear under oath to the accuracy of this statement and,

18

if the defendant should be called upon to testify about this matter in t e future, any

19

intentional material inconsistencies in the defendant's testimony ma

20

defendant to additional penalties for perjury or false swearing, which may e enforced by

21

the United States under this agreement.

subject the

22

APPROVAL AND ACCEPTANCE OF THE DEFENDANT'S AUT ORIZED

23

REPRESENTATIVE

24
25
26
27

I am authorized to enter into a written plea bargain agreement and nter a plea of
guilty on behalf of the defendant.
I have read the entire plea agreement with the assistance
understand each of its provisions and I voluntarily agree to it on behalf oft e defendant.

28
- 12 -
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1

I understand that by entering my plea of guilty, the defendant shall

aive its rights

2

to plead not guilty, to trial by jury, to confront, cross-examine, and compel the attendance

3

of witnesses, to present evidence in its defense, to remain silent and refuse to be a witness

4

against itself by asserting its privilege against self-incrimination (if appli able), all with

5

the assistance of counsel, and to be presumed innocent until proven g ilty beyond a

6

reasonable doubt.

7
8

I agree to enter this guilty plea as indicated above on the terms an conditions set
forth in this agreement.

9

I understand the nature of the charges to which the defendant is en ering its guilty

10

plea. I further understand the nature and range of the possible senten e and that the

11

defendant's ultimate sentence shall be determined by the Court after consideration of the

12

advisory Sentencing Guidelines.

13

The defendant's guilty plea is not the result of force, threats, assurances, or

14

promises, other than the promises contained in this agreement. The defen ant voluntarily

15

agrees to the provisions of this agreement and agrees to be bound a cording to its

16

prov1s1ons.

17

I understand that if the defendant is granted probation or placed on supervised

18

release by the Court, the terms and conditions of such probation/supervi ed release are

19

subject to modification at any time. I further understand that if the defend t violates any

20

of the conditions of its probation/supervised release, its probation/supervis d release may

21

be revoked and upon such revocation, notwithstanding any other pro ision of this

22

agreement, its sentence otherwise may be altered.

23

This written plea agreement, and any written addenda filed as atta hments to this

24

plea agreement, contain all the terms and conditions of the plea.

25

agreements, if any such agreements exist, shall be recorded in a separate document and

26

may be filed with the Court under seal; accordingly, additional agreemen s, if any, may

27

not be in the public record.

28
- 13 -
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1

I further agree on behalf of the defendant that promises, including ny predictions

2

as to the Sentencing Guideline range or to any Sentencing Guideline f: ctors that will

3

apply, made by anyone (including the defendant's attorney) that are not c ntained within

4

this written plea agreement, are null and void and have no force and effect.

5

I fully understand the terms and conditions of this plea agreement. I am not now

6

using or under the influence of any drug, medication, liquor, or othe intoxicant or

7

depressant that would impair my ability to fully understand the terms an conditions of

8

this plea agreement.

9
10

Date
Defendant's Authorized Represe tative

11

APPROVAL OF DEFENSE COUNSEL

12

13

I have discussed this case and the plea agreement with my client in etail and have

14

advised the defendant of all matters within the scope of Fed. R. Cri . P. 11, the

15

constitutional and other rights of an accused, the factual basis for and th nature of the

16

offense to which the guilty plea will be entered, possible defenses, and th consequences

17

of the guilty plea including the maximum statutory sentence possible. I have further

18

discussed the concept of the advisory Sentencing Guidelines with the

19

assurances, promises, or representations have been given to me or to the d fondant by the

20

United States or any of its representatives that are not contained i

21

agreement. I concur in the entry of the plea as indicated above and that the terms and

22

conditions set forth in this agreement are in the best interests of my clie t. I agree to

23

make a bona fide effort to ensure that the guilty plea is entered in accorda

24

requirements of Fed. R. Crim. P. 11.

25

26

Date

27
28
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1

APPROVAL OF THE UNITED STATES

2

I have reviewed this matter and the plea agreement.

I agree o

behalf of the

3

United States that the terms and conditions set forth herein are appropriat and are in the

4

best interests of justice.

5
6

ELIZABETH A. STRANGE
First Assistant United States Atto
District of Arizona

7

8

JOHN P. CRONAN
Acting Assistant Attorney Gener 1
Crimin~n, U.S. Departm nt of Justice

9

10
11

Date

12
13
14

KE
RAPP
DOMINIC LANZA
MARGARETPERLMET ER
JOHN J. KUCERA
Assistant U.S. Attorneys
REGINALD JONES
Senior Trial Attorney

15
16

ACCEPTANCE BY THE COURT

17

18

19

Date

United States District Judge

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

28
- 15 -
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF ARIZONA - Phoenix

MAGISTRATE UDGE'S MINUTES
tJ

SEALED
DATE: 4/05/2018

CASE NUMBER: CR-18-464-PHX-DJH

USA vs. Carl Ferrer
U.S. MAGISTRATE JUDGE: JOHN Z. BOYLE
A.U.S. Attorney Dominic Lanza. Kevin Rapp. and Margaret Perimeter
Attorneys for Defendant Nanci Clarence and Jonathan Baum (retained)
DEFENDANT:

IZ!

IZ!

PRESENT

Initial Appearance

O NOT PRESENT IZ! RELEASED
IZ! Dft Released O/R with conditions

ARRAIGNMENT, DETENTION, AND PLEA HEARINGS: IZ! Held O Cont'd [] Reset
D Consent to be tried by a Magistrate Judge signed. Misd: D Class A D Class B D Class C
IZ! Consent of Defendant filed
IZ! Waiver oflndictmen t filed 4/05/2018 IZ! Information filed___,4.:. .,o/0=5-'--=/2::.. :a0'-"1"""'"8_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Dft states true name to be CARL ALLEN FERRER
IZ! Defendant sworn and examined by the Court
Dft Enters: IZ! GUILTY PLEA to the IZ! Information D Indictment D Complaint
IZ! Court D accepts IZ! recommends dft's plea and finds plea to be freely and voluntaril v given
Plea agreement: D FILED IZ! LODGED IZ! SEALED ----'-'4/"""""0=5/-=-2=0l:....a8 ~------ -+----D Court does not accept defendant's plea of guilty b e c a u s e - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - IZ! Sentencing set for 7/9/2018 at 9:30 AM
before JUDGE HUMETEW A in Collrtroom 605
D All remaining Counts to be dismissed upon entry of judgment
D ORDER vacate trial date/motion hearing/motions moot
IZ! ORDER defendant remain released pending sentencing D remanded to USM
IZ! PSI ORDERED O EXPEDITED O PSI waived O Time waived for passage of s~ntence
Other: Oral Motion bv the Government to seal this case for the reasons stated on the record. No obiection. Motion
GRANTED.

IA: 4 min
ARR: 3 min
DH: 15 min
Plea: 41 min
Time: 3:11 PM - 4:11 PM, 4:35 PM - 4:38 PM
cc: AUSA, Defense Counsel, PTS, USPO

Recorded on CourtSmart
BY: Sherise M. Hargrove
Deputy Clerk
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1

2
3
4

ELIZABETH A. STRANGE
First Assistant United States Attorney
District of Arizona

APR O 5 2018
CLERK U S DISTRICT COURT
0 !STRICT OF ARIZONA
DEPUTY
BY

,

us o . ov
KEVIN M. RAPP (Ariz. Bar No. 14249, kevin.ra
i
a usdo·. ov)
anza
dominic.
225989,
No.
Bar
DOMINIC LANZA (Cal.
MARGARET PERLMETER (Ariz. Bar No. 024805, margaret.per meter(ajusdoj.gov)
JOHN J. KUCERA (Cal. Bar No. 274184, john.kucera@usdoj.gov)
·
Assistant U.S. Attorneys
40 N. Central Avenue, Suite 1800
Phoenix, Arizona 85004-4408
Telephone (602) 514-7500
(a

I

1

5

6
7
8
9

10
11

12

JOHNP. CRONAN
Acting Assistant Attorney General
Criminal Division, U.S. Department of Justice
REGINALD E. JONES (Miss. Bar No. 102806, re inald.'ones4@usdo·. o )
Senior Trial Attorney, U.S. Department of Justice
Child Exploitation and Obscenity Section
950 Pennsylvania Ave N.W., Room 2116
Washington, D.C. 20530
Telephone (202) 616-2807
Attorneys for Pfaintiff

13
14

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

15

FOR THE DISTRICT OF ARIZONA

16

United States of America,

17

Plaintiff:

CR-18-464-PHX-DJH

PLEA AGREE~ENT

18
vs.
19
20

SEALED

TN: Carl Allen Ferrer

Carl Ferrer,
Defendant.

21

22

Plaintiff, United States of America, and the defendant, Carl Ferrer, ~ereby agree to

23
24
25
26

dispose of this matter on the following terms and conditions:
1.

PLEA
!

The defendant will plead guilty to an Information charging the dffendant with a
violation of 18 United States Code (U.S.C.) § 371, Conspiracy, a Class D telony offense.

27
28
I
I

cc: AUSA, Defense Counsel, USPO
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1

2.

MAXIMUM PENALTIES

a.

2

1

A violation of 18 U.S.C. § 371 is punishable by a ma}imum fine of

3

$250,000 ( or, if any person derived pecuniary gain from the offense, o~ if the offense

4

resulted in pecuniary loss to a person other than the defendant, not more ~han the greater

5

of twice the gross gain or twice the gross loss), a maximum term of im~risonment of 5

6

years, or both, and a term of supervised release of 3 years.

7

probation is five years.

I

I

I

b.

8
9

A ma~imum term of

According to the Sentencing Guidelines issued pursuant to lthe Sentencing
!

Refonn Act of 1984, the Court shall order the defendant to:

(1)

10

i

make restitution to any victim of the offense pursuatt to 18 U.S.C.
I

11

§ 3663 and/or 3663A, unless the Court determines that restitution !would not be

12

appropriate;
(2)

13
14

pay a fine pursuant to 18 U.S. C. § 3 5 72, unless the C~urt finds that a

fine is not appropriate;

(3)

15

I
'

serve a term of supervised release when required by ~ tatute or when
!

16

a sentence of imprisonment of more than one year is imposed (with th~ understanding

17

that the Court may impose a term of supervised release in all other cases); ~nd

I

(4)

18
19

pay upon conviction a $100 special assessment fo~ each count to
I

which the defendant pleads guilty pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3013.

I
I

c.

20

The Court is required to consider the Sentencing Guidelinesj in determining
However, the Sentencing Guidelines are adyisory, and the

21

the defendant's sentence.

22

Court is free to exercise its discretion to impose any reasonable sentfnee up to the

23

maximum set by statute for the crime(s) of conviction, unless there are stipulations to the

24

contrary that the Court accepts.

25

3.

I

26

AGREEMENTS REGARDING SENTENCING
a.

Immediate Shutdown of Backpage Website: The defendadI stipulates and
I

27

agrees that, upon entry of his guilty plea, he will take all steps withip his power to

28

immediately shut down the website www.backpage.com ("Backpage")I in the United
-2-
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1

States and all other countries in which the website operates. Such steps stjall include, but

2

not be limited to, surrendering to the United States the registration acc~unt, including

3

login and password information, for the www.backpage.com domain na e necessary to

4

operate the various Backpage websites and providing technical assistanc to the United

5

States to effectuate the shutdown. If the defendant fails to take all steps

'

ithin his power
I

6

to immediately shut down the website, this plea agreement shall be null aiid void and the

7

United States shall be free to prosecute the defendant for all crimes of w~ich it then has

8

knowledge. In such event, the defendant waives any and all objection~, motions, and

9

defenses based upon the Statute of Limitations, the Speedy Trial Act,

!

'

10
11

or constitutional

restrictions in bringing later charges or proceedings.
b.

Forfeiture Assistance: The defendant stipulates and agrees ~at, upon entry

12

of his guilty plea, he will take all steps within his power to forfeit to the 4nited States all

13

corporate assets and other property owned or controlled by Website Technologies, LLC

14

("Website Technologies"), which owns and operates the Backpage websit~, as well as all

I

I

15

corporate assets and other property owned or controlled by Backpage.coni, LLC, Posting

16

Solutions LLC, Amstel River Holdings, LLC, Ad Tech BV, and UGC T~ch Group CV.
I

17

Such steps shall include, but not be limited to, agreeing to the forfeiture! of the domain

18

names, servers, intellectual property, trademarks, trade secrets, ~ank accounts,

19

cryptocurrency, and other financial instruments owned or controlled by sµch entities. If

20

the defendant fails to comply with this agreement, this plea agreement s}iall be null and

21

void and the United States shall be free to prosecute the defendant for all qrimes of which

i

'

!

22

it then has knowledge.

23

motions, and defenses based upon the Statute of Limitations, the Speedf Trial Act, or

24

constitutional restrictions in bringing later charges or proceedings.

In such event, the defendant waives any and I all objections,
I

25

C.

California And Texas Proceedings:

'

It is the parties' e~pectation that,

26

concurrently, or as close in time as is practicable to the time the defenidant enters his

27

guilty plea in this case, the defendant also will enter guilty pleas to Bfckpage-related

28

charges in California and Texas state court. Pursuant to Fed. R. Crim. P.
-3-

l(c)(l)(C), the
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1

United States and the defendant stipulate that the defendant's guilty pld in this case is

2

contingent upon the state courts' acceptance of his plea agreements in thel California and
I

3

Nueces County, Texas matters.

4

defendant will be afforded an opportunity to withdraw his guilty plea in th s case.

5

d.

If either of those plea agreements ils rejected, the

Concurrency With State Sentences:

Pursuant to Fed. R. Crim. P.

6

11 (c)(1 )(C), the United States and the defendant stipulate that the antic pated terms of

7

imprisonment in the aforementioned California and Texas proceedings }"ill arise from

8

"relevant conduct to the instant offense of conviction." Accordingly, ~nder U.S.S.G.

9

§ 501.3(c), the United States and the defendant stipulate that any term of imprisonment

10

imposed in this case shall run concurrently with any terms of imprisonme*t subsequently

11

imposed in the aforementioned California and Texas proceedings.

I

I

12

e.

Federal Custody. Pursuant to Fed. R. Crim. P. 1l(c)(l)(F), the United

13

States and the defendant stipulate that, to the extent the defendant i~ sentenced to

14

concurrent terms of federal and state imprisonment, the defendant iwill serve all

15

concurrent time in federal custody.

i

16

f.

Ability To Request Downward DepartureNariance:

'tt'he defendant
I

17

reserves the right to request a downward departure or a downward variante based on the

18

factors set forth in 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a). The defendant understands that ~he government

19

is free to oppose any such request.

I

!

20

g.

Restitution. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3663 and/or 3663A~ the defendant

21

specifically agrees to pay full restitution, regardless of the resulting loss arhount but in no

22

event more than $500 million, to all victims directly or proximately µarmed by the

23

defendant's "relevant conduct," including conduct pertaining to any dism·ssed counts or

24

uncharged conduct, as defined by U.S.S.G. § lB 1.3, regardless of wheth r such conduct

25

constitutes an "offense" under 18 U.S.C. §§ 2259, 3663 or 3663A.

26

understands that such restitution will be included in the Court's Order ot Judgment and

27

that an unanticipated restitution amount will not serve as grounds to withdraw the

28

defendant's guilty plea or to withdraw from this plea agreement.
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I

h.

1

Assets and Financial Responsibility.

The defendant sh~ll make a full

2

accounting of all assets in which the defendant has any legal or equitabl~ interest. The

3

defendant shall not (and shall not aid or abet any other party to) sell, hid¢, waste, spend,

4

or transfer more than $500 of any such assets or property before sentenci~g, without the

5

prior approval of the United States (provided, however, that no prior approval will be

6

required for routine, day-to-day expenditures). The defendant also expr~ssly authorizes

7

the United States Attorney's Office to immediately obtain a credit r~port as to the

8

defendant in order to evaluate the defendant's ability to satisfy any fina$cial obligation

9

imposed by the Court. The defendant also shall make full disclosure ofl all current and

10

projected assets to the U.S. Probation Office immediately and prior to th~ termination of

11

the defendant's supervised release or probation, such disclosures to be ~hared with the

12

U.S. Attorney's Office, including the Financial Litigation Unit, for any p9rpose. Finally,

13

the defendant shall participate in the Inmate Financial Responsibility Pr~gram to fulfill

!

'

I

14

all financial obligations due and owing under this agreement and the law.

i
I

15

1.

Acceptance of Responsibility. If the defendant makes ful) and complete
!

'

16

disclosure to the U.S. Probation Office of the circumstances surrounding the defendant's

17

commission of the offense, and if the defendant demonstrates an acceptance of

18

responsibility for this offense up to and including the time of sentencfg, the United

19

States will recommend a two-level reduction in the applicable Sent~n1ing Guidelines

20

offense level pursuant to U.S.S.G. § 3El. l(a). If the defendant has an off{nse level of 16

21

or more, the United States will move the Court for an additional one-le~el reduction in

22

the applicable Sentencing Guidelines offense level pursuant to U.S.S.G. § $El.l(b).

23

4.

24

AGREEMENT TO DISMISS OR NOT TO PROSECUTE

a.

This office shall not prosecute the defendant for any offensef committed by

25

the defendant, and known by the United States, in connection with thel subject matter

26

described in the factual basis of this agreement.

27

b.

This agreement does not, in any manner, restrict the actionf of the United
i

28

States in any other district or bind any other United States Attorney's Offiqe.
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5.

1

2

COURT APPROVAL REQUIRED; REINSTITUTION OF PRPSECUTION
a.

If the Court, after reviewing this plea agreement, conc~udes that any
'

3

provision contained herein is inappropriate, it may reject the plea agreemqnt and give the

4

defendant the opportunity to withdraw the guilty plea in accordance with Bed. R. Crim. P.

5

1 l(c)(5).

6

b.

If the defendant's guilty plea or plea agreement is reject~d, withdrawn,
i

7

vacated, or reversed at any time, or if the state courts considering ref ated claims in

8

California and Texas reject the defendant's plea agreements in thqse states, this

9

agreement shall be null and void, the United States shall be free to prosecute the

10

defendant for all crimes of which it then has knowledge and any charges that have been

11

dismissed because of this plea agreement shall automatically be reinstated.I In such event,

I

I

12

the defendant waives any and all objections, motions, and defenses ~ased upon the

13

Statute of Limitations, the Speedy Trial Act, or constitutional restrictions ip. bringing later

14

charges or proceedings, and any statements made by the defendant at the time of his

15

change of plea or sentencing in this case may not be used against him in ~ny subsequent

16

hearing, trial, or proceeding.

17

6.

I

WAIVER OF DEFENSES AND APPEAL RIGHTS

18

The defendant waives (1) any and all motions, defenses, probable cause

19

determinations, and objections that the defendant could assert to the indictment or

20

information; and (2) any right to file an appeal, any collateral attack, an any other writ

21

or motion that challenges the conviction, an order of restitution or forfeit re, the entry of

22

judgment against the defendant, or any aspect of the defendant's sentencJ, including the

23

.

manner in which the sentence is determined, including but not limited Ito any appeals
:

24

under 18 U.S.C. § 3742 (sentencing appeals) and motions under 28 U.s.t. §§ 2241 and

25

2255 (habeas petitions), and any right to file a motion for modificatiqn of sentence,

26

including under 18 U.S.C. § 3582(c). This waiver shall result in the d~smissal of any

27

appeal, collateral attack, or other motion the defendant might file 1hallenging the

28

conviction, order of restitution or forfeiture, or sentence in this case. Ttjis waiver shall

I
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1

not be construed to bar an otherwise-preserved claim of ineffective assist~nce of counsel
I

2

or of "prosecutorial misconduct" (as that term is defined by Section 11.B i of Ariz. Ethics

3

Op. 15-01 (2015)).

4

7.

DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION
!

5

a.

The United States retains the unrestricted right to provide ipformation and
i

6

make any and all statements it deems appropriate to the U.S. Probation Oltnce and to the

7

Court in connection with the case.

b.

8
9

Any information, statements, documents, and evidence that the defendant

provides to the United States pursuant to this agreement may be u~ed against the
I

10

defendant at any time.

11

c.

i

The defendant shall cooperate fully with the U.S. Probatio* Office. Such
!

12

cooperation shall include providing complete and truthful responses to 9uestions posed

13

by the U.S. Probation Office including, but not limited to, questions relatitjg to:

!

I

14

(1)

criminal convictions, history of drug abuse, and ment*I illness; and

15

(2)

financial information, including present financial ass~ts or liabilities

16

that relate to the ability of the defendant to pay a fine or restitution.
I

17

8.

FORFEITURE, CIVIL, AND ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDfNGS
I

18

a.

Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 98l(a)(l)(C), the defendant agree~ to forfeit, and

19

hereby forfeits, all interest in any property, real or personal, which cbnstitutes or is

20

derived from proceeds traceable to the offense. Such property includes, b't is not limited

21

to, all right, title, and interest in funds held in the following bank accounts:!

I

I

22

(1)

Republic Bank of Arizona account number x2912

23

(2)

Republic Bank of Arizona account number x2500

24

(3)

Green Bank account number x4832

25

(4)

Plains Capital Bank account number x 1098

26

Such property further includes, but is not limited to, all right, title, and! interest in the

27

following domain names:

28

(1)

atlantabackpage.com
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1

(2)

backpage.be

2

(3)

backpage.com

3

(4)

backpage.com. br

4

(5)

backpage.cz

5

(6)

backpage.dk

6

(7)

backpage.ee

7

(8)

backpage.es

8

(9)

backpage.fi

9

(10)

backpage.fr

10

(11)

backpage.gr

11

(12)

backpage.hu

12

(13)

backpage.ie

13

(14)

backpage.it

14

(15)

backpage.lt

15

(16)

backpage.mx

16

(17)

backpage.net

17

(18)

backpage.no

18

(19)

backpage.pl

19

(20)

backpage.pt

20

(21)

backpage.ro

21

(22)

backpage.si

22

(23)

backpage.sk

23

(24)

backpage.us

24

(25)

backpage-insider.com

25

(26)

bestofbackpage.com

26

(27)

bestotbigcity .com

27

(28)

bigcity .com

28

(29)

chicagobackpage.com
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1

(30)

denverbackpage.com

2

(31)

newyorkbackpage.com

3

(32)

phoenixbackpage.com

4

(33)

sandiegobackpage.com

5

(34)

seattlebackpage.com

6

(35)

tampabackpage.com

7

Such property further includes, but is not limited to, all right, title, and !interest in any

8

funds remaining in the following IOL TA bank accounts at the conclusi~n of litigation

9

(with the understanding that the funds currently deposited in those IOLT~ bank accounts

10

may only be withdrawn by counsel based on the provision of legal serviceJ):

11

(1)

First Republic Bank IOL TA Account x6 l 80

12

(2)

First Republic Bank IOLTA Account x6255

13

(3)

First Republic Bank IOL TA Account x5978

14

(4)

All funds previously deposited in Wells Fargo I L TA Account

15

x7091 to fund the criminal defense of Backpage.com, LLC, Website

16

Technologies, LLC, Posting Solutions LLC, Amstel

17

LLC, Ad Tech BV, and/or UGC Tech Group BV

18

Such property further includes, but is not limited to, all right, title, and !interest in any

19

funds previously advanced to a bail bond service (with the understanding ~hat, should the

20

defendant not be required to post a bond in this matter, he will take im~ediate steps to

iver Holdings

I

I

21

recover any funds previously advanced to a bail bond service and surren~er those funds
I

22
23

to the United States for forfeiture).
b.

The United States and the defendant further agree that the f~llowing assets

24

are not subject to forfeiture, either in this criminal proceeding o~ in a future

25

administrative or civil forfeiture proceeding, because the assets were obtaihed solely with
I

26

non-Backpage related funds (and, therefore, cannot lawfully be forfefted under the

27

relevant statutes):

28

(1)

I
I

The real property located at 2531 Tumbleweed Way, trisco, Texas.
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I

(2)

1

2
3

The defendant's pre-2004 contributions to Millennium Trust IRA

account number x2890.
c.

The defendant further agrees that, other than paragraph 8(b) above, nothing
I

4

in this agreement shall be construed to protect him from administrative orl civil forfeiture

5

proceedings or to prohibit the United States from proceeding with and/~r initiating an
i

6

action for civil forfeiture (either with respect to the property identified I above or with

7

respect to additional property that is not subject to forfeiture unde~ 18 U.S.C. §

8

98l(a)(l)(C) but may be subject to forfeiture under other provisions).

'

9

d.

The defendant further agrees to waive all interest in all proterty subject to
i

10

forfeiture under this agreement in any administrative or judicial forfeit1re proceeding,

11

whether criminal or civil, state or federal. The defendant agrees to consent to the entry of

12

orders of forfeiture for such property and waives the requirements of F~deral Rules of

13

Criminal Procedure 32.2 and 43(a) regarding notice of the forfeiture ip the charging

14

instrument, announcement of the forfeiture at sentencing, and incorploration of the

15

forfeiture in the judgment. The defendant further understands and agree~ that forfeiture

16

of the property is appropriate and in accordance with the applicable forteiture statutes,

17

which may include Title 8 U.S.C. § 1324(b), Title 18 U.S.C. §§ 924(d)~ 981, 982 and

18

2253, Title 21 U.S.C. §§ 853 and 881, and Title 28 U.S.C. § 246l(c).

I

i

I

i

I

!

i

19

e.

Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3613, all monetary penalties, inclu~ing restitution
I

20

imposed by the Court, shall be due immediately upon judgment, shaq be subject to
I

21

immediate enforcement by the United States, and shall be submitted tp the Treasury

22

Offset Program so that any federal payment or transfer of returned propert1· the defendant

23

receives may be offset and applied to federal debts (which offset will not affect the

24

periodic payment schedule). If the Court imposes a schedule of paymen s, the schedule

25

of payments shall be merely a schedule of minimum payments and shall not be a

26

limitation on the methods available to the United States to enforce the judgment.

I

27
28

f

Forfeiture of the defendant's assets shall not be treated as i satisfaction of

any fine, restitution, cost of imprisonment, or any other penalty this co~rt may impose
_ 1o _
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1

upon the defendant in addition to forfeiture. This agreement does not precf ude the United

2

States from instituting any civil or administrative forfeiture proceediqgs as may be

3

appropriate now or in the future.

,,

4

5

g.

The defendant agrees to waive all constitutional and statutoo/ challenges in
i

any manner (including direct appeal, habeas corpus, double jeopardy or atjy other means)
!

6

to any forfeiture imposed as a result of this guilty plea or any pending or completed

7

administrative or civil forfeiture actions, including that the forfeiture I constitutes an

8

excessive fine or punishment. The defendant agrees to take all steps as r~quested by the

9

United States to pass clear title to forfeitable assets to the United States( and to testify

I

!

10

truthfully in any judicial forfeiture proceeding (including any proceedin~ to adjudicate

11

the claim of any third party to the forfeited assets). The defendant ackno{rledges that all
I

!

12

property covered by this agreement is subject to forfeiture and that no 4ther person or

13

entity has a legitimate claim to these items listed, other than any comuiunity property

14

interest that his wife may have in the forfeited assets under state law.

15

h.

I

The defendant agrees not to file a claim to any of the listed ~roperty subject

16

to forfeiture under paragraph 8(a) of this agreement in any civlil proceeding,

17

administrative or judicial, which may be initiated.

18

he/she will not contest civil, administrative, or judicial forfeiture of that !property. The

19

defendant agrees to waive his/her right to notice of any forfeiture proce9ding involving

20

this property, and agrees not to file a claim or assist others in filing ~ claim in that

21

forfeiture proceeding.

The defendant furt~er agrees that
I

!

22

1.

!

The government reserves its right to proceed against any r~maining assets

23

not identified either in this agreement, other than the assets identified in paragraph 8(b)

24

above, or in any civil actions which are being resolved along with this lplea of guilty,

25

including any property in which the defendant has any interest or control~ if said assets,

I

'

I

26
27
28

real or personal, tangible or intangible were involved in the offense(s).
j.

I

The defendant hereby waives, and agrees to hold the gove~ment and its

agents and employees harmless from any and all claims whatsoever in cbnnection with
- 11 -
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1

the seizure, forfeiture, and disposal of the property described above. Witµout limitation,

2

the defendant understands and agrees that by virtue of this plea of guilty!, the defendant

3

will waive any rights or cause of action that the defendant might otherwtse have had to

i

I

I

4

claim that he/she is a "substantially prevailing party" for the purpose lof recovery of

5

attorney fees and other litigation costs in any related civil forfeiture proceeding pursuant

6

to 28 U.S.C. § 2465(b)(l).

7

9.

ELEMENTS
Conspiracy

8

Beginning no later than 2004, and continuing through in or around March 2018, in

9
10

i
I

the District of Arizona and elsewhere:
There was an agreement between two or more persons to !commit one or

11

1.

12

more of the crimes of Travel Act-Facilitate Prostitution 1(18 U.S.C. §

13

1952(a)(3)(A)), Concealment Money Laundering (18 U.S.C. § 19~6(a)(l)(B)(i)),

14

International

15

§ 1956(a)(2)(A)),Transactional Money Laundering (18 U.S.C. §I l 957(a)), and

16

International Concealment Money Laundering (18 U.S.C. § 1956(a)(2)(B)(i)).

17

2.

18

of its objects and intending to help accomplish it; and

19

3.

20

the purpose of carrying out the conspiracy.

21

22

10.

Promotional

Money

Laundering

~18

U.S.C.

The defendant became a member of the conspiracy knowing of at least one

One of the members of the conspiracy performed at least o~e overt act for

FACTUAL BASIS
a.

The defendant admits that the following facts are true and th~t if this matter

23

were to proceed to trial the United States could prove the following facts beyond a

24

reasonable doubt:

25
26

In 2004, I co-founded the website www.Backpage.com ("Backpa~e"), along with

27

M.L. and J.L.

Backpage eventually became the second-la1gest classified

28

advertising website in the world and, during its 14 years of existe9ce, has derived

!
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1

the great majority of its revenue from fees charged m return for publishing

2

advertisements for "adult" and "escort" services.

3

4

I have long been aware that the great majority of these advertisem4nts are, in fact,

5

advertisements for prostitution services (which are not protecter by the First

6

Amendment and which are illegal in 49 states and in much of N1vada). Acting

7

with this knowledge, I conspired with other Backpage principals (ijduding but not

8

limited to M.L, J.L, S.S., D.H., A.P, and J.V.) to find ways to kno ingly facilitate

9

the state-law prostitution crimes being committed by Backpage's qustomers. For

10

example, I worked with my co-conspirators to create "moderat~on" processes

11

through which Backpage would remove terms and pictures that w~re particularly

12

indicative of prostitution and then publish a revised version of the ad.

I

I
I

Such

!

13

editing did not, of course, change the essential nature of the illeg~l service being

14

offered in the ad-it was merely intended to create a veneer ofl deniability for

15

Backpage.

16

company-wide culture and policy of concealing and refusin$ to ot1icially

17

acknowledge the true nature of the services being offered in Backpage's "escort"

18

and "adult" ads.

These editing practices were only one component of an overall,
I

!

19
20

In addition to conspiring to knowingly facilitate the state-law prost~1 ution offenses

21

being committed by Backpage's customers, I also conspired with 4ther Backpage

22

principals (including but not limited to M.L, J.L, S.S., J.B., and

23

various money laundering offenses. Since 2004, Backpage has ear ed hundreds of

24

millions of dollars in revenue from publishing "escort" and "ad It" ads. Over

25

time, many banks, credit card companies, and other financial insti utions refused

26

to do business with Backpage due to the illegal nature of its busine s. In response,

27

I worked with my co-conspirators to find ways to fool credit card ¢ompanies into

28

believing that Backpage-associated charges were being incurrep on different

o.J.) to engage in
1

I

I
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1

websites, to route Backpage-related payments and proceeds throuj bank accounts

2

held in the name of seemingly unconnected entities (includin.g bu} not limited to

3

Posting Solutions, Website Technologies, and Cereus Propertie~), and to use

4

cryptocurrency-processing compames (including but not limite4 to CoinBase,

5

GoCoin, Paxful, Kraken, and Crypto Capital) for similar purposes.

i

6
7

b.

The defendant shall swear under oath to the accuracy of thi~ statement and,

8

if the defendant should be called upon to testify about this matter in the future, any

9

intentional material inconsistencies in the defendant's testimony mty subject the

10

defendant to additional penalties for pei:.jury or false swearing, which may lbe enforced by

11

the United States under this agreement.

!

12
13

14

APPROVAL AND ACCEPTANCE OF THE DEFENDAtj:T
I have read the entire plea agreement with the assistance of nh attorney.

I

understand each of its provisions and I voluntarily agree to it.

15

I have discussed the case and my constitutional and other rights wifh my attorney.

16

I understand that by entering my plea of guilty I shall waive my rights to pllead not guilty,

17

to trial by jury, to confront, cross-examine, and compel the attendance (if witnesses, to

18

present evidence in my defense, to remain silent and refuse to be a witness1 against myself

19

by asserting my privilege against self-incrimination, all with the assistatlice of counsel,

20

and to be presumed innocent until proven guilty beyond a reasonable doubt.

21

22

I agree to enter my guilty plea as indicated above on the terms an~ conditions set

forth in this agreement.

I

23

I have been advised by my attorney of the nature of the charges Ito which I am

24

entering my guilty plea. I have further been advised by my attorney oflthe nature and

25

range of the possible sentence and that my ultimate sentence shall be det~rmined by the

26

Court after consideration of the advisory Sentencing Guidelines.

i

27
28
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1

My guilty plea is not the result of force, threats, assurances, or lromises, other

2

than the promises contained in this agreement. I voluntarily agree to th~I provisions of

3

this agreement and I agree to be bound according to its provisions.

i

4

I understand that if I am granted probation or placed on supervise4 release by the

5

Court, the terms and conditions of such probation/supervised release are subject to

6

modification at any time. I further understand that if I violate any of the c~nditions of my

7

probation/supervised release, my probation/supervised release may be re~oked and upon

8

such revocation, notwithstanding any other provision of this agreemfnt, I may be

9

required to serve a term of imprisonment or my sentence otherwise may b~ altered.

I

I

f

This written plea agreement, and any written addenda filed as attathments to this

10
11

plea agreement, contain all the terms and conditions of the plea.

12

agreements, if any such agreements exist, shall be recorded in a separate document and

13

may be filed with the Court under seal; accordingly, additional agreeme ts, if any, may

14

not be in the public record.

ny additional

15

I further agree that promises, including any predictions as to {he Sentencing

16

Guideline range or to any Sentencing Guideline factors that will apply, 1~ade by anyone

17

(including my attorney) that are not contained within this written plea agr9ement, are null

18

and void and have no force and effect.

I

I

i

i

19

I am satisfied that my defense attorney has represented me in a comtetent manner.

20

I fully understand the tenns and conditions of this plea agreement.I I am not now

21

usmg or under the influence of any drug, medication, liquor, or othet intoxicant or

22

depressant that would impair my ability to fully understand the terms an~ conditions of

23

this plea agreement.

I

24
25

26

Date

CARL FERRER
Defendant

27
28
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1

APPROVAL OF DEFENSE COUNSEL
I

2

I have discussed this case and the plea agreement with my client in !detail and have

3

advised the defendant of all matters within the scope of Fed. R. Cr~m. P. 11, the

4

constitutional and other rights of an accused, the factual basis for and tHe nature of the

5

offense to which the guilty plea will be entered, possible defenses, and th~ consequences

6

of the guilty plea including the maximum statutory sentence possible. I have further

7

discussed the concept of the advisory Sentencing Guidelines with the ~efendant.

!

j

No

I

8

assurances, promises, or representations have been given to me or to the df fendant by the

9

United States or any of its representatives that are not contained \n this written

10

agreement. I concur in the entry of the plea as indicated above and that the terms and

11

conditions set forth in this agreement are in the best interests of my clitnt. I agree to

12

make a bona fide effort to ensure that the guilty plea is entered in accordahce with all the

13

requirements of Fed. R. Crim. P. 11.

i

14
15
16

Date

~cL

N~CILARENCE
JONATHAN BAUM
Attorneys for Defendant

17
18
19
20

21

22
23
24
25

26
27
28
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1

APPROVAL OF THE UNITED STATES

2
3

I have reviewed this matter and the plea agreement.

I agree

01 behalf of the

United States that the terms and conditions set forth herein are appropriatf and are in the
!

4

best interests of justice.
i

5

ELIZABETH A. STRANGE
First Assistant United States Attqmey
District of Arizona
I

6

7
8

JOHN P. CRONAN
:
Acting Assistant Attorney General
Crimi al Division, U.S. DepartmFnt of Justice

9

~ i

10

Date

11
12
13

K INRAPP
DOMINIC LANZA
MARGARETPERLMETER
JOHN J. KUCERA
Assistant U.S. Attorneys
REGINALD JONES
Senior Trial Attorney

14

15

ACCEPTANCE BY THE COURT

16

17

Date

United States District Judge

18
19

20
21

22
23

24
25

26
27
28
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5

James C. Grant (admitted pro hac vice)
DAVIS WRIGHT TREMAINE LLP
1201 Third Avenue, Suite 2200
Seattle, WA 98101
Telephone:
(206) 622-3150
Facsimile:
(206) 757-7700
Email:
jamesgrant@dwt.com
Counsel for Defendants Carl Ferrer, Michael Lacey and James Larkin

6

Cristina C. Arguedas (SBN 87787)

7

Ted W. Cassman (SBN 98932)
ARGUEDAS CASSMAN & HEADLEY LLP

1
2
3
4

8
9

DAVIS WRIGHT TREMAINE LLP

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

803 Hearst Ave
Berkeley, CA 94710
Telephone:
(510) 845-3000
Facsimile:
(510) 845-3003
Email:
arguedas@achlaw.com
cassman@achlaw.com
Counsel for Defendants Michael Lacey and James Larkin
Tom Henze (admitted pro hac vice)
Janey Henze Cook (SBN 244088)
HENZE COOK MURPHY PLLC
4645 N. 32nd St., Suite 150
Phoenix, AZ 85018
Telephone:
(602) 956-1730
Facsimile:
(602) 956-1220
Email:
tom@henzecookmurphy.com
janey@henzecookmurphy.com
Counsel for Defendant Carl Ferrer

18
IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

19

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO
20
21

PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF
CALIFORNIA,

22
23

Plaintiff,
v.

24
25
26
27
28

CARL FERRER, MICHAEL LACEY, and
JAMES LARKIN,
Defendants.

Case No. 16FE019224, Dept. No. 61
NOTICE OF DEMURRER AND
DEMURRER OF DEFENDANTS;
SUPPORTING MEMORANDUM OF
POINTS AND AUTHORITIES
[California Penal Code § 1004]
Opposition Due:
Reply Due:
Hearing Date:
Time:

November 4, 2016
November 10, 2016
November 16, 2016
1:30 p.m.

Complaint Filed: September 26, 2016
Trial Date:
N/A
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1

Additional Counsel:

2

Don Bennett Moon (pro hac vice application to be filed)
500 Downer Trail
Prescott, AZ 86305
Telephone:
(928) 778-7934
Email:
don.moon@azbar.org

3
4
5

Counsel for Defendants Michael Lacey and James Larkin

6
7
8
9

DAVIS WRIGHT TREMAINE LLP

10

Robert Corn-Revere (pro hac vice application to be filed)
DAVIS WRIGHT TREMAINE LLP
1919 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 800
Washington, D.C. 20006
Telephone:
(202) 973-4200
Facsimile:
(202) 973-4499
Email:
bobcornrevere@dwt.com

14

Rochelle L. Wilcox (SBN 197790)
DAVIS WRIGHT TREMAINE LLP
505 Montgomery Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, California 94111
Telephone:
(415) 276-6500
Facsimile:
(415) 276-6599
Email:
rochellewilcox@dwt.com

15

Counsel for Defendants Carl Ferrer, Michael Lacey and James Larkin

11
12
13

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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